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This project began with an anaylsis of the needs for 
geophysical moAitoring methods, an assessment of 
the p e n t  state of measurement capability, and the 
development of a plan for increasing that capability 
(Younker. 1981, Yourker. et al., 1983). In that . 
analysk, it w found that we cwtd identify methods 
that will work, that is, that met four criteria: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The changes in physical properties ltssockted 
with different regions about the Wection well 
can be calculated with some confidence. 

The geophysical anomaly that would be obsenred 
in a surface or borehole slnvey can be * 

calculated in order to decide whether or not to 
use the method 

The experiments can be carried out on a routine 
basis. 

The techniques are available to interpret the 
survey to Mer the distxi?3ution of physical 
properties. 

A number of methods meet these criteria and have 
been successfully applied to learn about the behavior 
of resetwirs. Examples include surface DC 
resistivity, applied at C e m  Prieto by Wilt and 
Goldstein, 1984. and surface gravity studies, used by 
Isherwood, 1977. to study changes at the Geysers 
geothmnsl field. These tools are available for use at 
geothermal fields, either as surface OUNeys or 
downhole measurement methods. out objective is to 
increase the number and quality of geophysical toors 
available for numitoring hjec?.ion. In order to 
accomplish this goal, we must deal with three 
questioas: 

1. Can new modeling techniques be developed for 
the assessment and interpretation of geophssical 
methods u) be used to monitor trjection? 

Can new tectmipues. or innovative variations on 
old techniques, be developed to a n y  out 
measurements in geothermal areas? 

Can we improve on our ability to predict the 
C i r c U m s ~ C e s  under which certain geophysical 
anomalies will be observed? 

our early efforts concentrated on the first two 
questions. An interpretation method was developed 
to use observed pressure fluctuations in a single well 
to determine average fracture orimtati~?~~ over 
distances of several hundred meters (Hanson, 1984). 
Ctws-borehole EM tomographic methods and AC 
conductivity studies w e n  evaluated in a number of 
en-ts, including two g e o t h m  wells 
separated by 125 meters (Younkcr, et at., 1982). A 
high resolution micrc~cisxnicity network was fielded 
in a typically noisy geothermal environinent (Smith 
and Kasameyet, 1985). These experiments were 
aimed at developing new fielding and mcdcling 
methods. 

2. 

3. 

Recognizing that the first two questions have 
applications in many areas in addition to reinjection. 
and that many people are worldng on PtOvLding 

afswers to them. we are now concentrating on the 
third question. Our approach is to chose geophysical 
anomalies commonly observed at geothermal fields 
but wtrose prlgins an udamm. and to gather case 
history Mormation docrnnenung the citcusnstsncts 
under which they appear. 

Two physical phenomena are bdng studled, 
mtcrosdsmidty aad electrical sel.f-potcntifll. 
Earthquakes are a welldocumented phenomenon 
associated with the injection of fluids . In at least 
one w e ,  the occurz~ce of seismicity was shown to. 
map at the eone where pressure exceeded a cerfsin 
threshold (Xseih and Bredehbeft, 1981). In some 
geothemal fields, such as Raft River, no teimrfcity 
is seen. and in others. such as the Geysers, there is an 
association of the seismidty with productfan (Bufe. 
et  al.. 1981). W e  it is clear that detected 
seismicity could provfde valuable Wonnadnn about 
the reservoir response to injection, more 
well-documeated case histories are needed before 
we can predict when these signalswill O C M .  

The movement of fl- or heat through a porous 
medium, or large chemical concentration gradients 
can pmduce electrical potentials which are remotely 
observable. steady electric potential (SP) anomalies 
of several hundred mflllvotts have been observed 
above many geothermal fields, and it is expected that 
the induced fluid flow and thennal and chemical 
concentration resulting from bjection aad production 
wil l  also produce SP signals, As is the case with 
SdSmiCi ty ,  it is clear that repeated se surweys may 
provide valuable i n f 0 ~ ~  about the movement of 
fronts fn the geotbenndl field, but more case studies 
are needed to provide the basis for being able to 
predictwheatheywilloccrrr. 

Our SP and microscisuddty studits are tawng place 
at the binary powet p h t  a t  Casa Diablo Hot Springs, 
o w  Mammoth Lakes. califomia# with Coopcration 
from the Ben Holt Company. 

A six channel. digital, eventaetecting seismic 
monitoring system has been operating since 1984. 
The one kilometer wide, four station array is 
centered in near the injection wells. Three 
components are recorded at the central location, and 
vertical components of motion are recorded at the 
0- stations. The array is capable of detecting 
magnitude -0.5 events OeST the trjeection zone, and 
provides the data needed to estimate the dktancc to 
the event. The three conpnent station allows us to 
detMmkre approximate locations for simple events. 
In FY86, we maintafned the neeMrorlc and processed 
data as it was received The rate and aature of local 
seismic events an being tabulated, and wi l l  be 
cornpafed to changes in the operatios of the 
injection system, and to natural tectonic events. A 
summary of the seismicity detected before and 
&ring the fht  year of operation is being compiled 
and will be sent to the operator for rcview before it 
is released. 

In addition. approximately 75 SP stations were 
o~cupied in 1984, before operations began. This 
survey extended apptoximately 600 meters from the 

*. 
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injection wells in six nearly radial lines. Thtee 
independent observations were msde at each station 
to provide a test of s e U d t c n c y ,  and to detect 
areas with anomalously high local gradient. The 
stations were rc-occupied over a year 4tw, after 
several months of hjectioh and changes h the field 
were detected. These data are presently being 
d y g e c i  to determine if these changes CM be 

to fluid motions induced by injection. 

microseismicity &ta and SP &ta collected at the 
Casa Diablo Hot Springs, and contixm to collect case 
history information by participating h an integrated 
field test at a site where injection is taldng place. 

e future, we wiu complete the Malysis of the 

Seismic lmaginv in Volcanic and Caldera Svstems 
(J. Zucca and G. Zandt) 

We we develophg and testa €rmovative seismic 
imaging methods to be used to locate and 
characterize magma-hydrothed systems in 
volcanic terranes wbm traditional seismic reflection 

'sunreys are often impaired by poor coupling and 
highly variable surface geology (Mooney and Brochcr, 
1987). Several experiments have been carried out: 

1) tn cooperation with the USGS. we produced - seismic velocity snd attenuation images of the 
upper 5 km beneath Medicine take Caldera, in 
northern Califorah These images were based 
on data from 8 explosions recarded 140 
seismographs. A four square-kilometer area at 
depths of 3 to 5 km was identined in both images 
as a possible msgma chamber. 'Rds project is 
described in papers by Evans and by Zucca in 
this volume. 

2) we arc taMng advantage of the high quality 
seismic data set and well-known geologic 
structure at Medicine Lake to develop an8 test 
other innovative seismic methods for 
understanding geothermal r e semts  in caldera 
environmtats. Under contract to U N L ,  Dr. 
Jose Rial, of the University of North Carolina, is 
using the three-component data fmm the Glass 
Mountain area to look for off-azfmrtth scattering 
from shallow crustal objects. George Zandt, of 
LLNL, is also evaluating the e f f e c t i v ~ s s  of the 
receiver function methods to detcmine S-wave 
vetocfty stmcture beneath this army. 

systera for cheraical and physi&l measIpements 
in geothermal wells. under the dkzction of s. 
Michael Angel, we are developing and testing a 
mer optics systan for fnaldng chemical Md 

measurements under adverse 
Fiber optics tensors can eliminate 

the need for downhole electronics. cotmectors, 
elastomers and insulators, all of which tend to 
fail at temperatures ia geothermal wells. We 
ate developing snd calibrating doped porous 
ceramic opttodes whose SdsOrptLon and emission 
spectra arc sensitive to temperature and pH, and 
plan to develop and test additional seTsom for 
coacenttation of other chemical *des. En 
additia we have begun wrpetiraents linking 
these optrodes to stainless steel encapsulated 
fiber-optic cables. With DOE funding, we arc 
working with Dr. Shiv Shanna of the Un€vcrsity 
of Hawaii. to begin testing this system In a 
geothefiaal well. This work is reported in this 
volume in a paper by Dr. Angel. 

2) Cryogenic Gravimetry. We are assist@ Dr. 
John Goodkind of Urrivcrsity of California, in the 
deployment and malysis of data from two 
myogenic gravimeters to be deployed at K i l a w a ,  
Hawaii. The purpose of this acperknent is to 
record changes in the gravity field caused by the 
sub-hurface movement of mass. 

PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY THE OFFICE OF BASIC 
ENERGY SCIENCES 

Cont€nentd Scientific DriWng Program: Thermal 
Regimes. 

Salton Sea shallow Thermal Gradient Project 
(L. W, Yormket, P. W. Kasameyrr, and R L. 
N 

During November and December. 1985, the Lawrence 
Livemore National Laboratory and Sandia National 
Laboratories cooperated in MuQg a series of shallow 
(80 m or 250 ft) holes in the souther0 Salton Sea as 
part of the Thermal Regimes shallow Dtsufng 
Initiative. The intent was to complete the surficial 
coverage of the thenaat anomaly offshore in the ' 

region north of the line of volcar~~es. Temperature 
profiles in these holes were logged periodicallp up to 
5 months after drllllng to establish eguillbrlum 
temperames. 

These data allow cantours 
seismic tomograph Obsidian -Dome. in around the thermal anomsly, rcvealfng its shape and 
the l n y ~  chain in Northern Calffornia. using a extent. The contour map of the therrnal gradients 
commercial seismic crew for one day. This shows the thermal anomaly to be of arcuate &ape. 

about 4 km wide and about 12 km long (Ntwmarfr. et. 
al., 19861, in contrast to earlier predictions of a 
circulsr shape. It extends only a short distance 
offshore, primarur in the northern and southern 
edges of the field. There is an asymmetry of the high 
thera3al gradient zone relative to the chsin of 
volcanic buttes. indicating that thqr may not mark 

Thesc studies provide valuable constraints on the &e 

develop and test Lnnovative technologies that may be center of the resource. 
useful in ;locating and characterizing geothermal . 
reservoirs, 

1) Development of a high-tmperature fiber-optics 
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and shape of the t h d  anomaly at the Salton Sea. 
These constraints will be used to improve models of 
the hydrothemal system which ptoduces the 
geothermal resource (Kasarneyer, et  al., 19841, and 
may lead to a better understanding of the 
relationship between large-scale plate motions and 
the local active magma-llydrothermsl system. 

lnvo Domes Research Drillha Project 
(L. W. Younker, and colleagues from $ a k a  National 
Laboratory) 

The purpose of drilling at Inyo Domes near Loag 
valley, California, .is to lrndastand thc beha* of 
s i l i c i c m s g m s a s i t i n ~ t h e u p p e r c n n t .  Thfs 
behavior, wtaich tmrolves the nspapse of magma to 
decompression and cooling is closely related to both 
cxuptive phcnox~cna and the tstabtIshment of 
h y d r o t h e r m a l t i o n .  

A new phase of driUing into the Inyo Domes volcanic 
chsfa began in Long Valley In early June 1987. A 
hole is being continuously cored dong a steeply 
dipping trajectory actoss the tnnd of the chain from 
a site near Inyo Craters reaching a final depth of 
approximately 1000 EA. The hole wil l  pass beneath 
the largest of the phreatic craters in a region of 
extensive faulting and fracnuing. The hole is the 
fourth in a series of research holes that have 
explored both the extrusive and intrusive Inyo system. 

I 

I 

The previous three holes, drilled outside Long valley 
caldera, penetrated the largest of the Inyo lava 
domes and probed the pstent intrusion within Sierrsn 
basement. The results have demonstrated the close 
relathship between eruption and shallow dike 
emplacement for silicic m a w  dclbeated 
chcxnically tagged flow paths in the 
cxtensivdintrusive system (Vogel, et  al., 1983, 
documented the excavation of a vent furrnel prior to 
extrusioh and dernorrstrated the contrasting 
crysfsllizrtion behavior of extruded and shallowly 
intruded msgmk One of the conclusions reached in 
interpretation of these results is that silicic magma 
ascends as penneable foam and that the extent of 
degassing and heace eruptive behavior depends 
strongly on the pmneability of the intruded 
mvirOnmtnt. Observations in the latest hole wil l  
test these ideas by describing the behavior of the 
same magma in the more permeable caldera-fill 
mvkownent, where both more rapid dcgsssing and 
cooling are expected to have occurred 

SSSDP: Constraints from Borehole Gravity on 
Geothermal System Models for the Salton Sea 
Geothermal Field 
(J. FL Hearst, P. W. Kassmeyet,  and L. W. Younker) 

me purpose of this project is to use O b s ~ t i o u s  
with (L borehole gravimeter to ream about the density 
structure in the vicinity of the SSSDP well, and to 
use that hlowlcdge to Mderstsnd more about the 
evotution of the bydrothcmal system at the Salton 
sea. Since density is the most sensitive parameter 
indicating the degree of metMlorphism within 
geothermal field in the Salton Trough, and the SSSDP 

hole was sited near the edge of the geothermal field, 
it was thought that cxmding the range of 
investigation about the borehole mtght detect the 
lateral border of the metamorphosed zone, if it lies 
within several hutxired meters of the borehole. 

Measutements were collected over the depth range of 
3400 to 5700 feet within the SSSDP hole .(Paillet, 
1986). tn addition, the vertical gradient of gravity 
above the hole was measured by carrying a 
gravimeter up to the top of the drilling rlg. The 
.observations can be nmtmsrtzed as follows: 

1). TIW gravimetric density is withfn 0.02 sm/cm3 
of the log density over the depth interval studied. 

2). The vertical gradient at the site is anomalously 
htgh 

Two IgrpotReses can expla¶n these Observations. 
Either the SSSDP well is surrarnrded by higher density 
material between 3000 and 6000 feet, or there is low 
density material near it at a range of 0 to 2000 feet. 
Because of the high densities observed in the SSSDP 
hole, the second hypothesis is preferred Pntimlnary 
models constrained by the surface gravity indicate 
that the low density m e  is within 500 feet of the 
well, and may represent the outer boundary of the 
m e  where paleo-temperatures exceeded those 
presently detected in €he SSSDP well. 

SSSDP: Phvsical and Chemical Laboratorv Studies of 
Cores from the Salton Sea Scientific Drillhi? Project 
(W. D. DaUy and W. Ltn) 

electrical resistivity, and brine pcmmbility on 
SSSDP samples under in situ pressure and 
temperature conditions. The experiment will provide 
Insight into the interpretation of well log and surface 
geophysicai data. llmhmdw of brine transport 
mechanism, interpretation of flow tests, and the 
extrapolation of properties measured in the borehole 
to greater depths. 

So far a SSSDP siltstone core from 1158-m depth has 
been studied in the laboratory to dcterrnine electrical 
resistivity, ultrasonic velocities, and brine 
permeability at pressures and temperatures close to 
the estimated borehole cond€tions. The mnximum 
pressure and temperature during the experiment were 
50 MPa and 245.C respectively. A synthetic b m  
with 13.6 weight percent NaCl, 7.5 weight percent 
CaC12 and 3.2 weight percent K G l  was used M pore 
fluid. The sample had an effective porosity of 8.7%. 
A t  the mid-plane of the sample, Impedance imaging 
was used to lnap the spatial variation of resistivity as 
a function of time. Also, in the same plane 
ultrasonic tomography was used to map the spatial 
vsrtstion of P-wave velocity. la addition to these - 
fomographs. resistivity was measured with 6 pairs of 
electrodes along the sample ads. P-wave and 
S-wave velocities were also measured along the 
sample axis. A second sample from a depth of about 
3000 feet has been =embled in the pressure vessel, 
and is being studied 

~ 

3 

we plan to measure the ultrasonic wave velocities. 
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pntincntal Drilling Data Mananment Unit 
(G. Pawloski and P.Kasameyer) 

A commercial database system designed for ksndling 
well logs, with data from about 15 wells f m  the 
Salton Sea Geothermsl Fie& was talcen to the SSSDP 
site befort drKling began. It was malnkLfaed 011 site 
to provide researchers access to previously collected 
data; and to Constxuct 8.u O11-sitc data. base Qf tbe 
data from the SSSDP well. Livermore staff traveled 
to the site p e r w l c w  - to set up anumafakrfnthe 
system, to enter data into it during logging runs, and 
to 

Ail Schlurubergcr logs, all "standad" USGS logs run 
kr the tiole. and the mud logger's Uthologic reports 
were entered hto the data base mtm, making the 
logs rapidly available for tnspectian. maniplation 
md display on site. After the field activities were 
completed the data base system was retuned to 
Livennore where the data were checked, depth 
shifted to correct for depth errors, Md archived. 
Figures were made for the NPrelimhary Data Report 

The well loggins data from the SSSDP arc currently 
being studied by Wsuang-Yuen Ld. a graduate 
student at the University of Caulomia at Riverside, 
in collaboration with Paul Xasamcyet and Robfn 
Newmark of LLNL. The purpose of the work is to 
develop log analysis methods that will allow the 
degree of metamorphism to be estimated without 
ewmintng rampla. and to lmderrtand the physscal 
changes caused by mefarnorphlsm. 

In slmmary, the data nlanagement 
ensured that the loogging data from the SSSDP well 
were avajlable to scientists during the Wing, Were 
archived in an accessible msnnet, and arc being 

Salton Sea. 

the on-sitc USGS geolog3S.s in i ts  operaUaa 

published by the USGS. (Paillet. 1986) 

we performed b passive reisrnic acperknmt in the 
Long Valley caldera region of Cdffomh. A small 
network of 14 three-component digital rdsmographs 
in the Mono Craters area recorded small esrthquakes 

on azimuth which suggests that the reflector is quite 
heterogeneous. Using ampllfude and travel time 
mode& we suggest that the phase i s  a P to P 
reflection from the base of a low-velocity layer with 
a high-velocfty floor that extends to near the base of 
the cwt (Zucca et al. 1987). Recent observations by 
Peppin and Delaprsin (1987) have indicated that these 
phases may be P-S COUVC~OIIS in the 
We are modcling this data to test the competing 
ideas. 

crust. 

A second passive sdsmfc experknmt has been 
planned for late nnamer 1987, Recent obsmatfons 
of telestkmfc P waves recorded in Long Valley show 

components. These phases may be due to converted 
'energy f m  interfaces five to eight ldlometers below 
the surface ef the caldera. These obsrrva#ons could 
provide a new method for mapping the magma 
chamber thought to exist in the region. The exact 
nature of these arrivals needs to be c o n f h e d  We 
plan to utilize the acw LLNL local seismic network 

stations using bigh-quality 1 tIz seismometers wil l  be 
deployed in the Resurgent Dome area of Lcng 
Valley. Tbree to six weeks of conunuouS recOrding 
should provide an adequate telescismic data set to 
determine tllc nawc of U l s e  arrivals. 

Basic W e s  of rock properties of interest to 

Pectrical Canductiviw. Temocrature. and Rsdfattve 

;A. G. Duba) (Joint research with T. J. Shaddad at 
LANL) 

The thcrrnoelectric effect S and electrical 
conductivity 0 in. the mMtle minerals ouvine and 
pyroxene are being measured as a function of 
temperature, orfentation oxygen fwciw, and iroa 
cantent. The results apply to inference of upper 
mantle temperatures f m  electrical data. Although 
there are seismic models to acplain the low velocity 
r m e  (LW) as I solid-state phenomeMn not rcput'ing 
partial melting, the most well-constraiued laboratow 
electrical measureraents arc more consistent with 
the partial meltjng byPothesis for the high 
conductivity layer (HCL) appamxtly associated with 
tae LVZ. If the LWHCL is not a partial melt layer. 
then mantle geotherms would bo considerably lower 
than previously Inferred on the basfs of a partial melt 

is necessary to better unde& electrical 
c-tion in mantle cninera to find how electrical 
data constrain law temperature geotherms suggested 
by solid $€ate explmations of the LYZ and thus to 
better define broad g e o t h d  regimes. 

Inadditiontorneasurfngsandafnthethreeprfncipal 
dfrections in olivine from Sm Carlos, Arizona, at 
1200° to 1500% under controlled oxygen fugacity, we 
have obtained most of thfs Moranation for the 

mineral fol.Eterfte under o x i d i h g  

twoways. onehas 
been to use spatial averages to obtain a best-fitting 
conductivity-temperature curve for &tmnMng 
upper bounds 011 mantle temperatures from field 
electrical w k  The other was to stgue for a 
high-temperature mantle geothmn on the bask that 
the abrupt rise in mantle conductivity at the HCL is 
due to partial melt. 

large anomalous arrivals on the horizontat 

to measure both the phase velodtics and particle 
m~tions .Of these &vals. Tc& three-c-t 

geothemil 

ransport in the Earth 

ZOnO under M V C  n&tlS Of lfie estth. HCIlCe, it 
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m u a t i o n  and Dtn, ersaon in P artiaUv Saturated 
Rackr 
(J. G. Be-, 8. P. Bonnet. R. C., Y. Chin, G. W. 
Hedstrom, and L. Thigpen) 

The objective of this project is to combine theory and 
experiment to analyze attenuation and dispersion of 
waves in partially or fully saturated rocks over a 
broad range of frequencies. The techniques 
developed in this work will be applicable to many 
basic problems in energy recovery, particularly 
hydrocqbon and geothermal exploration and resource 

and theoretical CUmFQnents: 

I) our ncent expetkaeatal efforts have 
concentrated on verifying theoretical predictions 
for wave propagation in fluid-satwated porous 
medfs. Biot's theory requires a description of 
the intcxnd porosity, which we wish to measure 
independently to test the theory. Measurements 
of the electrical conductivity of saturated rock 
and the saturating pore fluid can be used to 
estimate the tortuosity of the pore space. 

2) We have also continued our collaboration with 
the Ultrasonics Group. Department of Welding 
Engineering, Ohio state university* 
E x P C t i m e n t a l  techrdques used O r d t n S N y  for 
nandestructive evaluation have proven useful 
for investigating saturated porous media. Our 
attention is directed mainly at the properties of 
waves that propagate in the vicinity of 
interfaces between fluids and saturated 
porous rock We have investigated the acoustic 
ptoperties of high porosity foams to test the 
vasidity of Biot's theorg for porosities up to 90 %. 

assessment. This project has continuing expc*en..tal 

31 Recent theoretical efforts have led to a 
comprehensive theory of wave pmpagation in 
partially saturated porous media. A new 
explanation of the obsmed magnitude of the 
attenuation of waves in partially saturated 
porous media has been pmposed based on a 
local4low generalization of Biot's theory, This 
idea provides very plausible explsnations of the 
discrepancies previously observed between 
thcorY and experimenf. It also shows that 
acoustiCal methods may not be used directly to 
m e m e  global penneability of rocks, although 
bour~~!~ on permeability may be obtained from 
attenuation measurements. The irnage 
processing method for analyzing rock topological 
structure being developed here has also been 
shown to be a promising method for determining 
the values of the local penneability and 
fomation factor required in a predictive theory. 

Rock Mechanics 
(H. C. Heard, 8. Bonnet. W. B. Durham and F. J. 
Rymon) 

This program includes high pressure - high 
temperature research into the effects of porosity on 
the mechanical a d  transpmt properties of rocks. We 
are Pursuing two subtash rock joint profiling in the 

laboratory, and a study of thermal cracking in rocks 
as a function of pressure and temperature. 

The rock joint profiling is performed using a 
high-precis-, computer-controlled surface profiling 
device recently cowtructed specifically for this 
task. Fracture surfaces are digitized with the 
instrument, and joints are reconstructed by 
comparing the two fracture surfaces that make UP 
the joint. We refer to the mathematical function 
formed by subtracting one surface profile from its 
matching profile as the "COmpOSite topography" of a 
joint. Theory suggests that &int stiffness and fluid 
flow depcnd not so much on joint roughness as on the 
composite topography. Thfs theory was tested by 
studying aaturally fractured samples from the Fmton 
Hill Hot Dry Rock site (Brown. et al., 1986). We 
found that me of the most knportsnt characteristics 
of a joint is how "well" its two faces are correlated. 
Joints that are highly correlated tend to be less 
permeable and stiffer than Joints that are less 
correlated. virtuslly all fracture surfaces mapped 
thus far are fractal-like surfaces, self-similar from 
the finest scale we CM twolve up to the scale of the 
sample size. It also Nrns out that the composite 
topography is a fractal. but only below the scale, 
how as the comelation length. at which the joint 
surfaces no longer match. Correlation lengths for 
surfaces measured to date fail in the range 0.5 to 5 

The second subtask is an investigation of microcrack 
generation and vclocity changes in graulite during 
heating while under confirdng pressure. The total 
number of acoutic emission (AE) events as a 
function of temperature for three Westerly samples 
heated to 300% under canflrdng pressures of 7, 28 
and 55 MPa show very little activity up to 100.C. 
Then the critical temperature for onset of significant 
acoustic tmissfons varies Unearly with the confining 
pressure. confining pressure is incrementally less 
effective in suppressing thermally-induced cracks. 
This is the first successful application of the AE 
technique at elevated temperature and pressure. 

The largest compressional velocity decrease and 
greatest difference between heating and coo- was 
recorded during the 7 MPa test. The effect of 
confMng pressure is to reduce the velocity decrease 
and hysteresis. The temperature at which the 
velocity upon cooling returns to the value it had 
during heating is greater at higher confining 
pressures. The sxnaller hysteresis at higher confining 
pressures is corrsistent with the newly created cracks 
having closure pressures below 40 MPa. The 
difference in compressional velocity between the 
heating and cooling portions of the thermal cycle 
seem to be a very sensitive indicator of the crack 
porosity in the rock. This difference could be 
exploited to monitor the physical state of a waste 
repository by seismic techniques. 
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